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"An anonymous donor paid $540 In back rent
and court fees yesterday and postponed the
evictions of three East'Winston tenants.

"The action averted a possible armed
confrontation between sheriffs* deputies, who

who were posted around the area with loaded guns*

"The money was paid to L. F. REED and Son
real estate company about 3 PM yesterday by
ROBERTxlAW , a staff member of the Experiment in
Self-reliance. LAW would not reveal where the
money came from.

"MARK H<yFREEMAN director of the Urban
Coalition, said last night that a person had given
the money to the coalition, and that the coalition
would use it to reimburse the Experiment, which
took the money from its emergency fund."

On February 16, 1970, | identified LARRY
DONNELL LITTLE as the Minister of Information of the National
Committee to Combat Fascism a.t Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
which group ^considers Itself to be a Black Panther Party
affiliated^organizat ion,

V .l.L^
1&S^StJSKMM.reported thi'-,^^,^
enant WILLIAJKRICE of the BPP group

,4 m*~.*» * Wtt 4- — "1 .i A-W A- —_ .4. 1_

the Sheriff's Office had evicted a family and the BPP group
told the people to go back Into the house. It was mentioned
that the panther members had guns and were quoted as saying
they would kill anyone who interfered in this situation.

The March 28, 1970, issue of the Black Panther
Newspaper, page 2, contained the following article concerning
this incident:
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activities were as ToHows concerning a Black Panther Party
seating at Winston-Salem, North Carolina;

approximately
9:00 A. M., the "Liberation Class" had started for new members
where they take turns reading parts of the Black Panther
Newspaper aloud describing what it means to them. There is
an Instructor present who appears knowledgeable concerning
these matters and assists by clarifying points and is also
teaching the Ten-Point Program and the rules of the Black
Panther Party. At noon, the group leaves the headquarters
and goes out in the streets where they sell papers until
6:00 P. M. , thereafter returning to the headquarters where
the money and unsold papers are turned in.

OnW I reported that a Black
Panther Party rally had Deen scneauied for May 3, 1970, at
4:30 P. M., at the Tower of Power, 15th and English Streets,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. It was scheduled that the film
"Off the/Pig" would be shown; and speakers <wejre to include
"SLACK^rHOMAS , Minister of Finance; NELSOp^mLL0T , Field
Lieutenant; and BILL RICE, also a Lieutenant. '

.

On May 4, 1970,
advised that the rally held HUhday, May 3, 1070, started
with the record called "Seize the Time" and a record called
"Assassination." LARRY LITTLE was the Master of Ceremonies,
and all speeches were the normal BPP speeches with the guest
speaker referred to as'^jDARUBA.

tape
recording of portions oi Lilly HfflHfpi review of which
indicates that LARRY LITTLE identified himself as Lieutenant
ox Information for the local "Political wireau" of the orr,
stating the rally was In support of "our chairman," BOBBY
SEALS. LARRY LITTI£ was critical of the mass media stating
that people should throw down the pen and take up the sword.
He was critical of the United States court system as it did
not function for black people and "avaricious businessmen"
for not contributing to the Breakfast Program of the BPP.
WILLIAM RICE was critical of the United States Government
stating, "Everyone knows that laws are made of the pigs, by

Ok4 (Ml
F*6° $ y£ _ _
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The main speaker, "DARUBA " stated, "We're going
to see that the Black panther Party's position is very clear*
We oppose pork chop nationalism, dashiki liberation. We
oppose that because a dashiki can't stop a 357 from one of
these racist state troopers* Afros, afros, won't keep our
door closed when the pigs decided to kick it Is* Only sand
bags and fortification will and some guns to back that up."

"And if every black wan puts a gun in his hone and
has got sand bags in his house and takes the sand bags and
dyes the sand bags in beautiful colors, and wake it homely
and make it look good. Hake it a home. That's a desirable
condition, that's a desirable condition because they're some
black people, a family is in the house and these mad dogs
that occupy our community decide to come in and shoot up the
neighborhood, we'll have a little protection and our family
might live. And that's desirable. And the sand bags are
functional , and we can even identify them and paint flowers
on them if you want to.

"So, there's a lot of niggers here who live in
houses anyway Instead of apartments, and sand bags are holding
them up. So, that's a desirable condition and that's the
way of survival of our people because we have brothers here
who are going to set that example for you and show you how
you can do that."

On |»t
the new headquartersorxn^rinsTon-salem group at 1602 East
14th Street, discussion was held and consideration given to
sending two or three more people out to California. This
was believed to be for training; however, this was not
specifically stated. It was also learned that LARRY LITTLE
had traveled to California around May 10, 1970, the reason
not given.
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The March 28, 1970, Issue of the Black Panther
Newspaper, page 13, contained an article captioned "To The
People of North Carolina/' which follows:

17
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Copies of the February 21, February 28 9 March 21 v

and March 28, 1970. issues of _^hfl_Black Panther Newspaper
were obtained by SA^j they were being sold
on the streets of WinsToT?5Hea^North Carolina.

20
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March 16, 1970
Dote

^.^^a^^ advised LARRY LITTLE of the
Black panther group in Wineton-Salem had picked up four boxes
of newspapers that Monda^ ^^^s^*3^*1^*38^^

On.
3/9/70

.at.

Win 8ton-Salem, North Carolina Charlotte 157-6171
-««•#

by 5A Dote dictated 3/10/7-Q
"This document contains neither re<ommendoticms nor conclusions of the FBI. it it the properly of the FBI and » boned to your ogcncy:

it and its contents are no) to be distributed outside your ogency.
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nn», 4/7/70

A copy of •'The Black Panther" newspaper was
purchased on the street in front of 1210 East 5th Street,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, from an unknown Negro female
This copy was dated March 28, 1970.

*2C

on 3/31/70 o, Winston-Salem. N. C. piu« Charlotte 157-6171

SjW ... 4/1/70
.Oats dictated.

This document contains neither rtcommtndotloni nor conclusion* of Hi* FBI. n It the properly of Ibo FBI and I* looaod" to yovr ogoncyi

it and its cont«n»» or* not lo b« distributed outride yottr agency -
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advised that
_ formation of the BPP,

Winston-SaleaC, North Carolina, departed Winston-Salem by
plane at 2:00 P. N., May 10

ff 1970, en route to San Francisco,
California, with subsequent destination allegedly Berkeley,
California. UAfKf?^ ^XUTTLL ' * ' ^'VfLi TTc I?

On May 14, 1970, /SF T-16 reported that LARRY LITTLE
of the National Committee io Combat Fascism chapter, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina, had traveled to Berkeley, California,
to the BPP National Headquarters, however, was returning soon
to Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and would take with him a
number of copies of the Black Panther Newspaper dated May 19,
1970.

The Black Panther, official newspaper of the BPP,
Volume 4, Number 22, page 10, dated Saturday, May 9, 1970,
contained a "Black Panther Party List of All Recognized
Chapters, Branches and N.C.C.F.S."

Included In this list was:

"Winston Salem
1225 E 18th Street #5
Winston Salem,
North Carolina
(919) 725-7026
R. T. Greer

O '

ROBERT TAYLOR GREER has been publicly Identified as
the Area Captai^o^the BPP, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
According to^j L GREER did reside at 1225 East 18th
Street, Apartmen^Number 5, but now resides at 1050 North
Cleveland Avenue, Apartment N.

A characterization of the Black panther Party is
attached as an appendix to this report.
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According to its official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can take
control of the life. politics and the destiny of the black
community. It was organized by Bobby Scale, BPP Chairman, and
Huoy P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton was sentenced
ir 1968 to serve 2 to 1

r
> years after being convicted of man-

slaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland police
of f icer

.

The otiici l nev.ijvjipe:\ 'Trie Black Panther," which
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service,

"

states that the PPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who tire consistently referred
to in the publication <*s "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George
Mason Murray , wh i ch ends wi th the foil owi ng ;

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere^ Arm yourselves. The only culture worth
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.
Dynamite' Black rower. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968. edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement "...we will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of chairman Mao Tse-tung of the
People's Republic of China ?nj feature Mao's statement that
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United States*

an* J^QME1DFNTI/U—
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UNITED STATES DEPAR I MENT OF JUSTICE

FKDtUAL BIKEAU O* INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
in 1j,h. Refer to y^y £g 1970

Title BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Character RACIAL HATTER; SMITH ACT OP 1940;
SEDITIOUS CONSPIRACY; REBELLION AND

Reference INSURRECTION

Report of Special Agent THOMAS K. GEORGE
at Charlotte, North Carolina, dated and
captioned as above*

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

Thie document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusion* of the FBI. It is the property
oi the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its content* are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Date: 6/2/70

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTORj FBI

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-6171) (P)

TO:

FROM:

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP
RM - BPP

Re WFO teletype to the Director dated 5/25/70.

Contac

failed to develop any information concerning a Rational^
jommxttee to Combat Fascism Rally being held anywhere in the '

Winston-Salem area on or about 5/25/70. Contact with these
individuals during that week and on 5/28/70 has failed to
develop information concerning a rally in the Winston-Salem
area or the presence of DON (1NU) or COULBTON, or HOWARD
CLAYTON MOORE in the Winston-Salem area.

LEADS :

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK CITY, N. Y .

Provide any available information concerning the
travel of DON (IUU) or COULSTON (PHONETIC).

L
'2> Bureau (RM) fa /*5~-/65?0b~

- New York (RM) —* —— -
2 - Richmond "(RM)
2 - WFO (RM)
2 - Charlotte

DBM : dmw
(10)

b Jun s mo i
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Date:

Transmit the following in

Via ,

CE 157-6171

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)
I

RICHMOND

AT RICHMOND, VA .

Provide any available information concerning the
travel of HOWARD CLAYTON MOORE.

WFO

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

_
for any further available

information concerning "rally at Winston-Salem, N. C, 5/25/70.

2

Approved: Sent

Special Agent in Charge
M Per



"<«<: 5/27/70

f n« follow iiifj in
ITypr in plaintext or rod^i

MRViAlh
(Priority)

I

ROM:

DIRECTOR, Flil ( 105-165706 ) (Sub 8)

SAC, SAM FRANCISCO (157-2861)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
CHARLOTTE DIVISION
RM-BPP

(SF T-22), a highly confidential source,
advised as follows on May 25, 1970.

_ San Francisco,
California, contacted ^^^f^fejliyf of the NCCF Chapter in
Winston-Sal^n, Noxth_,Caro^ffla^^a^^elephone^B^^j!^^ in
Winston-Salem. ^M®5|M^ wanted to know if^K^iyjKWew an
individual by th^^ffne of STEVE GREEN . in^i^^ffea and
informed hi:s that he did not.

then mformec^KlS^SiB that the Chapter in
Kinston-Salem is two weeks behind on payments of the papers and
he indicated that they had had some thefts lately and had to
get rid of some people as a result.

informed tnat POUG MIRANDA was now in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. It is noted that DOUG MIRANDA
was recently transferred purportedly for disciplinary reasons
from New Haven, Connecticut , where he had been functioning in
connection with BPP activities.

ii

lureau (?.H)
U~ Charlotte ( 1 57-6171) ( RM)

i ^ -

ci -

j 2 - New

I

<i -
.

j
2 - San Francisco

i (1 - 157-2861) HJTn^t o
j

(1 - 157-4065) (New Orleans) fO&~ l*0 f Ob~€T —

I

JAC/krh
!

U0)
Rf£Q*

6
Y^^fe) 4€h|Q
\V]H •

M ^PeCluJ Agent in Charge

Sent M Pef
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ST 157-2861
JAC/krh

The individual referred to by V as STEVE
GREEN may be identical to an individual by the name of

Hfeof New Orleans, Louisiana, who was in contact
wTthtneSan Francisco Chapter of the BPP on May 22, 1970 t

in regards to the formation of a BPP in New Orleans,
Louisiana.

It is felt that J ^recalls the name and is
undoubtedly somewhat confuseaTn his United States geography,

Charlotte should specifically attempt to determine
the extent of activities in that area to ascertain
whether he assumes^charge of the Winston—Salem NCCF Chapter
only, or whether he functions in a larger capacity in the
Southeastern United States in connection with his present
assignment in that area.
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UIHEITO'?^ K3I 105-165706-3 DATE:
'

' Wit)

^OK^^^TAC, SAN FRANCISCO 157-2861

ubject: BLACK PANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE

Inforraationexcerpted below was received on date
indicated from ^&§*f^^ ^ SF T" 16 )

.
•

Source reports on activity at Black Panther Party

(BFP) Natio nal Headquarters, 3106 Shafctuck Avenue, Berkeley ,

California, •

The BPP is a violence-prone black militant —
organization headquartered in Berkeley, California, with
chapters located throughout the United States.

Source operates under Departmental authorization, but

is CONFIDENTIAL. If it is necessary to disseminate this infor-

mation outside the Bureau, it should be suitably paraphrased to

adequately protect this sensitive source. /

(j>/- BUREAU im
2 - CHARLOTTE (157-6171) RM
2 — SF

"

1- M57-286D SF BLACK PANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE
1- BLACK PANTHER PARTY - EDUCATIONS * TRAINING SF (157-2592)

n l:12p wbf ic ^_^^__|__ may 2 2 1970

to UNW. is calling from Winston Salem and wants tp

kiow if thev are sending him the tapes on Communal living bv HUEY
'

(NEWTON). UNW does not know. He want s to talk with DAVID (HTLLIARD)

and UNW te&ls him that DH is out of town.

n<r:\ ;:.iv.\
if J

r

,ll (*C0 .lr, U.S. Soring Bonds K^uf.^y o;i ibe X><:yr<jtt S&'injs Plati
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450 PM URGENT 6-1-70 ABP
/

TOt DIRECTOR AND NEW HAVEN

FROM s CHARLQ1IE

TELETYPE

'J

^ Slack panther party <bpp>, rm, bufile one zero_five •

one six five seven zero six sub eight , new haven file one

hundred - one nine one eight six, charlotte file one five sevj

- six one seven one.

, firi , - BPP, BUFILE

NEW HAVEN FILE

CHARLOTTE FILE

SPLIT HAS OCCURRED IN BPP GROUP AT WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.

FORMER AREA CAPTAIN ROBERT TAYLOR GREER IS NOW OUT ALONG WITH

INDIVIDUALS LOYAL TO HIM. ^j^^^^^^^^^^ THERE ARE

ABOUT SIX MEMBERS LEFT AT WINSTON-SALEM ALONG WITH TWO OR

THREE -FLEDGING" PANTHERS LOYAL TQ LARflY LITJLE AND

v/osr- /t>s7<>6-x-ni
f
X .

"
.... , -

o J ' > i'l ^ '197!) '

'

' mrr^FMTTMt



BE AVAILABLE UNTIL JUNE TWO SEVENTY

•

ADMINISTRATIVE ^

RE DIRECTOR AIRTEL MAY TWO SEVENTY CAPTIONED

END.

ee^tuEUTiAii-



I r I i -.O STATES G y.-HNMLNT

< /f . ^ [

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR .FBI 105-165706-8 date: MAY 2
tf- 197H

«^53^SAN FRANCISCO 157-2861

subject: BLACK PANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE
RM

Information excerpted below was received on date
indicated from ftj^^gM (SF T-22)

.

Source reports on activity at Black Panther Party
(BPP) San Francisco Chapter Headquarters, 1336 je 133^

Fillmore, San Francisco, California,
.

The BPP is a violence-prone black militant
organization headquartered in Berkeley, California, with
chapters located throughout the United States.

Source operates under Departmental authorization, but
is CONFIDENTIAL. If it is necessary to disseminate this infor-
mation outside the Bureau, it should be suitably paraphrased to
adeff&ately protect this sensitive source.

(a/- b'jr:-;a
tt rm

2 - CHARLOTTE (157-6171) RM
1 - SF

1- (157-2861) S? BLACK P*ANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE

'TO mfK".;o:!2II^from Winston-Salem,
^Qj^i Carolina • V/ants fl^^^^^^^^^^^/k says we want f iln.

'Off^the Pigs' 1
. was going tosnipi^o tiien • M se/s

send it for we haven 1 1 seen any of them, says no charge'
but freight charges, says air bill 151 ($30 Delta Air
Linos Flight #125.

JUN 3 197C

ICSQty JU 9$1!ft™ Bow's K^uhrh oa :bt 1'ayroU S<vik&
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Date: 5/27/70

Transmit 'he following in

Via AIRTEL

/

(Type in plaintext or code)

3£

TOs

FROMs

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706 SUB 6)

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-6171) (P)

SUBJECT: ^LACK PANTHER PARTY -

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO COMBAT FASCISM,
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau dated 5/5/70

a
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of LHM re

military intelligence agencies and Secret Service.

Also enclosed are. three copies each for the New
York and San Fraii^ivco Divisions? 4.. Wv •(

Division; and one copy each for the Atlanta, Baltimore and
Los Angeles Divisions. : / ^^-^ y _ /Qrt

rrs y.*£&& I**-'****'-*-
\^2j- uureau i^ncs . jlju^kti/ . t

1 - Baltimore (Enc. 1) (In»T 1157-3241) (RM)

Atlanta (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)

Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (Info) (157-1503) (RM)
1

1

2

3

New Haven (Jsncs. /.} iJtnroj (100-1918) (RM)

3 -

6 -

New York (Encs. 3) (100-161993) (RM)

(1 - Black Panther Party)

(i - « p)
San Francisco (2 - 157-2375) (Encs. 3)

(1 - 157-1485)
Charlotte

$ (2 - 157-6171 BPP]

o » -I

£ (1 - 1

£2 J 71 U -

8

* MAY 29 &/D

(RM

f /o -

,— ~~ . —'-"w^T-Wi,'?* 1 —

—
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Investigation at Winston^Salem, North Carolina was
ccitciucted by li ft ^'i^^^j^M.^^^^^

The copy of the recording is being maintained as an

exhibit in the Charlotte Office. If the Bureau or any office
receiving this communication so desires, a copy can be made and
furnished.

CHARLOTTE

AT CHARLOTTE, NORTH CARC&INA

Will continue to follow and report pertinent developments

within the Black Panther Party in the Charlotte Division.
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Charlotte, North Carolina

in Reph • «•/•»- «o May 27 # 1

9

rile /Vc

BLACK PANTHER PARTY -

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO COMBAT FASCISM,

WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA

RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to memorandum at Charlotte, North

Carolina dated May 5, 1970, captioned as above.

A characterization of the Slack Panther Party is

attached as an appendix to this memorandum.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS
NOR CONCLUSION OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY

OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND

ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE

YOUR AGENCY.



PTiACK FANTHEl ARTY

The following comments were made by LARRY LITTLE?

"I'm Larry Little and I'm the Lieutenant of Information
for the local political bureau of the Black Panther Party and
we're having this rally in support of our chairman. BOBBY SEALS,
whc is now facing the electric chair, who is now being tried
and I say this trial don't amount to nothing but a tactinent
(phrnetic) form of racism. In the state of Connecticut/ if
Brother BOBBY SKALE is convicted, he can be sent to the electric
chair. So, we'd like for everyone to keep that in mind. You
know, 28 , 29 Panthers as of today have been murdered*

i. lie oJLUUfii uiai. ywu jmvc ucun x ucuiiiy j-o

•Seeds of Time' by the Black Panther Party. 'Seeds of Time' by
ELAINE BROWN, the Deputy Minister of Information for the Los

Angeles chapter of the Black Panther Party* The song, this album
is nothing more than it articulates the feelings of the Black
Panther Party and the song that you're going to hear right now,

that we would like for you all to listen very carefully to, because

the brothers and sisters in the Black Panther Party step forward

trying to help black people in gaining their emancipation And
as I said 29 Panthers have been murdered by the American government.

There's no distinction between the Pig Department because they are

lackeys of this United States Government.

"So, the record that we're going to play at this

particular time is called 'Assassination* and we would like for

you to pay careful attention to it because I know it's one of

my favorites and I wish you could really get down d*> p with
this. The sister is talking about two Panthers who were murdered.

And our Alprentice, BUNCHY CARTER (phonetic) and JOHN JEROME HUGG1NS

(phonetic) on the UCLA campus. These brothers were the Deputy
Minister of Deferi e and the Deputy Minister of Information from

the LA Chapter of the Black Panther Party. They were killed by

two nigger United States agents from the Us organization, which

is headed by an agent for the United States Government called,

his name is RON KARENGA, but these brothers were shot down in the

back.
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"And we want to play this song, and this is in memory
of all Fanthers, all black people, all poor oppressed people, who
di':d in the struggle* There still has to be a struggle for

c^plete emancipation.

"And now, we* re trying to get the album down here. The
album, it is not fancy. It is put out by Vote (phonetic) Record

Ccrrpany and has a lot of beautiful songs on it. 1 think that you
really have to be completely in the struggle to understand what
thi? sister is coming from. She has a beautiful voice.

"You know, you don't know how long we're going to be

on the Bet because this American Government is moving into open

Fascism. You got to understand that they aren't just attacking

Chairman BOBBY SEAUE in Connecticut. They're attacking black
people period. And see, that's what you got to understand. RAI*PH

ABERNATHY, the head of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, said that the government is now dealing with the
Black Panther Party and pretty soon they'll be dealing with SCLC

and the NAACP. Anyone who's in opposition to the way this power
structure is treating our people and who acts in a revolutionary
manner. The power structure is going to try to deal with them. The
power structure is gc.ing to try to deal with them. And you better
understand that. You had better understand, that times we get
up about 6 o'clock in the morning, at least 7 o'clock, I don't
know what's going K vn ( but it seems like we're always called
away, you know, on an unergency or something of some kind.

"I may have to reach one of the brethren, you know, some

kind of emergency is coming up. You know, I'm going to have to

leave.

"But getting back to what I said before- you get up,

you know, 6 o'clock in the morning, feeding little children in

the black community if we possibly can, free breakfast every
morning. This is not, we're not concerned about just trying to

shew off or trying to get any glory for this. We just simply

know that these children have to be fed and so we're roving to

fe*d them by any means necessary. This next song, I know you're sort

of tired of songs. You say well I didn't come here for all of that.
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gc to these rock and roll shows and go to all this other shit and
st*nd abound for four or five hours and talk about we want more.
Sc you ought to stay here all the damn day.

"You got Panthers, you got brothers who are out here
courageously and you've got sisters out here courageously trying to
fiqht for your damn freedom out here, for all of our freedom.
Sc we're aoino to have to start suDDortina black oeoole who are_ - - - — — — J J — - — — — — — - A. *s <* • "

moving. So, if you have to stay here to 12 o'clock, well damn
it, you spend 357 other days jiving around, so you should be
willing to stay here until 12 o'clock tonight. We have a schedule
planned tonight. We had to schedule the thing and just to let
you know when it is going down, our Assistant Chief of Staff,
Brother June Hilliard (phonetic* and Brother Fred Bennett (phonetic)
from Calif* * nia is supposed to be getting down. They won't make
it 3 However, we have a replacement for the programs We have taken
Brother Darruba who has just been released from prison from the
Mew York 21 . And we expect him to come here any minute now. He
has got his plane out of Hew York. And we expect Brother
Darruba from the New York 21 to be coming down here to talk to the
people and in addition to our speaker, we have our allowance for
today.

"a trnti rrnf 4-r% o *-» *-+- tnmri r»/r Vmi r*r»*- o {nfanaifu 4-T-»o

struggle. And I want you to know how we feel sometimes when we
are out here every day trying to serve you. Trying to help and do
whatever we can to change unjust conditions that exist in this
country politically, economically, and socially. So this next
song is called 'The Panther.' It's called 'The Panther' and so
we want you to dig on it, we want you to dig on it.

HAi.1. — 4.1- —— —_ _ _ ££j 1 ^ _ X. AJ uj«.1. A.V —. Dl .Mir

Panther Party, I'd like to know who really knows what the song is
about! They tell me, you know, I'm unpredictable at times that
they don't know what I'm going to say when I get up here. And I

won't be knowing it myself. That's why I don't bother to write
any speeches any more. I'm not going to get to that.

"Now what she is trying to say is that we're out here,

the Black Panther Party is out here each and every day and we're
trying to talk to you. We're trying to tell you about the unjust
conditions that exist in this country. And you seem to look like
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we're talking a foreign language, you know, to you. This country
i* moving, and you ought to pay close attention to this, this
country is moving in a manner and fashions that are very
i^minigcent to the way Nazi Germany moved under Adolph Hitler.
This ccuntry exterminated red people, the Indian. They've slaughtered
ever fifty million hlack people in this country, not when they were

sieves today. They're trying to make you think that they've set you
fr«e by calling you a second class citizen. But they never referred
f> people nowhere else in the world as second class citizens.
You're either free or you're a slave. So you're nothing but
twentieth century slaves and don't be trying to tell me no shit about
you're a second class citizen. You're a twentieth century slave.

He> ~. . t _ ^a!1 ..m. fcV«a til** 9 4- malrA i 4-

under the system we're living under. You make $5 an hour on you
gi'A today and let them go up to $5.50 an hour. You watch and see
your rent go up. You watch your laundry go up. You watch and see
your gas go up. Everything is going to go up and you still haven't
made a damn thing.

"You figure if you can get your education you can make

it. You can take your wife to places in society. » 1 , where
is a nigger's place in a racist, decadent # Fascist, American
society? The only people who are making it today are people who
are nothing but bootlickers and. lackeys of these pigs. Those are
the ones who are trying to make it. So, we're saying to those who
are making it, all these Uncle Toms, that we are taking up money
right now, as bad as we need the money. We're taking up money
right now at least we got a start this day, I started with
something. They are taking up money for ail bootlickers and Uncle
Toms, and we're going to get you a one-way ticket to Fi rida or
North to South Carolina. A one-way ticket to South Carolina.

HJ..L yoii nncic Toms , we want you to know now, we're getting you
a one-way ticket to axX jive-time brothers who are pushing this
dope and shit into the bla ck community. All the mother-fuckers
who are putting that shit in the community, w* giving you a one-
way ticket too. We're going to start giving you a one-way ticket
too. We're giving you a ticket to South Carolina, a one-way ticket.
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M if you accept the one-way ticket to South Carolina, you'll

b r-af?. We can guarantee your safety. But if you don't accept
we ran't guarantee you a damn thing.

"At this time now, our chairman, BOBBY SEALE, used to be

an actor, you probably know this* But Marlon Brando started

surporting the Black Panther Party because he knew our Chairman

BOBBY SEALE because BOBBY used to be an actor and a comedian.

BOfiPY was going to Meredith (phonetic) College along with our

Minister of Defense, that was Brother HUEY P. NEWTON. They were

going to Meredith (phonetic) College and they just left Meredith

(phonetic) College because the education that they were getting,

th» same as education in all these institutions, don't tell me

d^cir you're going to a black school. There's no such damn thing

because the education is being dictated by the minority ruling class.

Now you better believe it.

"That's where it's coming from. History is of pig, by

pig and for pig

„

"At Yale University T understand that about 80 per cent

of the student body voted, t^u the university down in support of

the Black Panther Party and the struggle and the movement to have

Chairman BOBBY SEALE set free. And Yale is probably the leading

university in this country. Alona with Yale and Columbia,

Harvard and Berkeley.

"Now you look at these black institutions. Let's just

take Winston-Salem State right here. The niggers are so trained

ci er there they can't even come out to a rally and support

Chairman BOBBY SEALE. Them niggers are so trained. It's so far,

they've got them in such a bag over there, and I was over there the

first part of the year but I had to leav because that shit was

sort of out of harmony with the way my mind was functioning. All

that needs to be done over at Winston-Sniem State is for the pigs down

at the pig pen, Mayor Benton, to pick up his phone and say operator,

get me the plantation. The operator says something like which

plantation? Plantation Number One, that's what BENTON would say.

Well who you want to speak to? Give me House nigger Williams,

that's the first one he's going to call for. And then when he

to Williams, now last year look at all the institutions all

6
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i country that have been rebelling, Winston-Salem

Stat^ was rebelling last year for what? Lab machines and shit

1U- this. Lab machines (rest of sentence
uni?>tr! 1 igible) .

"So Mayor BENTON calls WILLIAMS up over there. Mayor
BE" TON calls WILLIAMS up over there and said, Mayor BENTON said,

dig on this, look here Tom, Tom you ain't doing your job. You
get to paci'Y those niggers over there. boss, they ain't

asking for nothing but just labs, and if you get some labs and

st'.ff they'll be quiet. And so Pig BENTON starts oinking, oink,

oinV oink, you know. Started saying that you know,

(unintelligible). This is how ridiculous it is over there. This

is hew ridiculous it 5* over there. You got niggers walking around
tod jy, you know, trying to be cool, you know (rest cf sentence
unintelligible). And don't even have a political education,

nothing but electronic niggers walking around here. That's all
we have around here, electi." r i

sc niggers.

M I was invited by the students from Atkins High School

and R. J. Reynolds High School to speak there and the students
tjij/a for it. It got back to the principal. Principal BEATON

(phonetic), and I think it was HOBSCN, HOBSON (phonetic). They
didn't want us over there. We got over there anyway, for a teacher

sneaked us in some kind of way and we spoke to about three classes

coming from. But it was sad though, it's sad the way they're getting
trr. ad in schools

.

"So you're talking about busing, you integration—mad
niqgers. You're talking about busing. Well I don't think the most
important thing is where your child goes to school or who he goes

to town with. I think the most important thing is what's being
taught. And see that's what you got to start, that's the way you
got to start thinking. I don't mind goino to school with
aryone. I don't mind, I don't care what color they are. But
you got to start believing and knowing that what's being taught
is the most important thing.
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"Looking back at this last election, a lot of people
w.^nt t" know why we didn't come out and endorse any candidates.
1 - * o tell you about them. I saw about one or two that were
ijnnjng the program that I consider to be halfway workful to the
way of revolutionaries. The rest of it was nothing but racial
piq *sses. That's right* And like I say, X don't care whose
auditorium it is. I don't care. So if you voted yesterday, you
shouldn't. Yeah, you got brother LUCAS and brother MC MANUS,
son^body else, 1 forgot his name, who you might could have voted
for. But the big thing that you ought to pay attention to is the
way your so-called leaders in the city, the way these Uncle Tom
leaders sold black people down the river to that pig called
SHIHLEY (phonetic). Now that's what you ought to pay attention
to. The ones that you consider to be your leaders, those are the
one? that sold you out. And whit is ne doing, promoting the
establishment. Those are the ones wno you ought to deal with.
Seme of your ministers, the ones that you go to church to every
Sunday to hear talk that shit, those ones who are inviting that
pig to church.

"And so if you can understand whs ~e I'm coming from,

you'll know why they're trying to get us off the set. Because
they don't want crazy niggers like me up here talking.

"All right, the next song, what time do you have brother?
X just had to fill in a few words to hold a little time until
Brother DARRUBA gets here. On our film, we'll probably show a film,

we have made contact over two weeks ago to have the film "* T the &£*'

shown at this rally. The film was sent out for our national
distribution last night about 10 o'clock, wasn't that right? That
was supposed to have got here at 5 o'clock this morning. We
went up there and tried to get our film and those mother-fuckers
in the airport, those aeronautical fool? won't let us have our
film. And* that's what's going on. The brothers called us, gave
us the flight number and everything on the film. And it was
supposed to be here. It should have been here at 5 o'clock.
I qn*»ss they don't want us looking at them. They don't want you
looking at the film. Because it's something else than the shit that
you see on television every day. So I guess that Pig BENTON, Mayor

6
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Fun' Benton and Justus Pig, Dog Tucker, I guess they're looking
at th»m right now. I guess all dogs are looking at our film
fo? j vj.-r* i know damn sure the thing was supposed to have been
here At 5 o'clock this morning, it was supposed to have been
het^ at 5 o'clock this morning . We got called and
(unintelligible) at 5 o'clock this morning. And we got up th^re
and you ought to all put pressure on them. Start calling the
airport.

"When we get ready to sell our papers, sometimes it's

supi osed to get in on Friday evening. We might not see it until
that Thursday and the paper is over a week old. And we can't
sell a whole lot of old papers to the people. We have been doing
it, but we're trying to apoligize to the people. It's simply

(unintelligible). In the future we're going to
put out a local newspaper here. We're going to be exposing this
decadent American society and we're also going to expose these
Uncle Toms around here because our national newspaper, we don't
know h^w much longer we'll be able to get it from Calif ornia.
Because the government is trying to sabotage the b'i ack press, the
same as they've always done. We don't know whether, we expect
it. We don't know when we're going to get the newspapers from
here on out. We don't know when RICHARD NIXON is going to give the
word to stop tnose Panther newspapers from being published. So
we're in the midst of trying to combat that by putting out a local
newspaper and I guess then they'll still, I guess then on that
number, they'll try to murder us all and what will you be doing?
Will they were some brave brothers but they're dead now.

"See, a lot of people say why do you get on the people's
country to rally. It's simply becase that a lot of them are just here
to signify. They don't know a damn thing. They relate out here*
You're out here a couple of yours, you talk about the rally and
what do you do when you go the other seven or six days? What do
you do? Going out here fighting against your people. That's all
you're doing. And so they come out here to see because the
Panthers are some bad niggers and you can show people that you are
not the kind. But it is all of you all, all of yourselves, inside,
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ppp;'I: out every time they ailroad a brother, railroad a
bt 'her, then all of you all are simply giving a silent vote.
You're- giving a silent vote* you're Jetting NIXON murder Panthers

in t.h* name of the silent majority. So we're saying you're
par*" of the solution or you're part of the problem.

"I looked out, you know I looked out here to see what
the mass media is. I think we have a few here. X wants message,

X want to give a message to you, from Brother Eldridge Cleaver*
Bret her Eldridge Cleaver says that you are some very intelligent
people and you know what you're doing and you're writing these
articles in the paper. But see, we look at the mass media, the
newspapermen, as being nothing but lackeys for the government*
Th*j news media * e believe is government-controlled-, So Brother
Eldridge -ays, X believe Stalin said, Joseph Stalin said that the

(unintelligible) of criticism will never equal the
criticism of (unintelligible). These p^s in the mass
media, when you hear about BOBBY SEALE, they say he is being held
for the alleged murder of a Panther member. Brother ALEX RACKLEY
(phonetic). Brother ALEX RACKLEY (phonetic) was a beautiful
member of the Black Panther Party, a functioning brother- And he
was killed by the government, and their chief witness, who is a

nigger, and just believe that they'll buy niggers off cheaper
by th*». dozen today. And you still as Hasi said, looking at a
mod squad with that Pig Clarence Williams mod squad nigger. They':

toughing up brothers and sisters today. The mass med t doe n't
come out and say that Chairman BOBBY SEALE, I mean that ALEX
RACKLEY (phonetic) was a beautiful brother of the Black Panther
Par *

y

o The free breakfast program has been named after brother
ALEX RACKLEY. X never heard the mass media say this. So X think
you know what you're doing, too.

"So when you start, Eldridge also said that information

is the raw material for new ideas. If people continue to get mis-
information then they're going to have some brand new fucked up
ideas, fucked up ideas. So, the mass media has criticized enough
-i . 3 _ «. -f J 1 » _ £ \_ A. J _.» _ ^Va VmiVin wi?tus , Lnat tne pen ttnuui u tus roiynbici ui«iii i.hc »ww*.v», m

not. We say throw down that pen and take up the swerd. So the

only way that we :-an deal with the mass media is when they start

disseminating this kind of information for the national

( unintelligible) X think you'll agree to that won'tyou? Say

right on to that.

10
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"Like I say, you ought to check by the headquarters as
sc'n *s possible. We don't have the (unintelligible)
keeping BOBBY SEALE from going to the electric chair. It should
ho^e b^ n sold, it should have been, the place should have been
packed. People should have been all in the aisles. People should
ha'-e been trying to get a seat. That's the way it should be. Now
let me tell you, we don't have any funds and we're going to need
soma funds to continue the struggle. Like, you know, one of our
brothers yesterday was, pig MATTHEWS, the leader of pigs in the
Pig Department/ arrested one of our brothers , just took him
down, you knew, and he was downtown selling newspapers. You see,
they didn't convict him, but see, we did have to get an attorney
because, I mean (unintelligible). There's no justice for hlack
people in the courts anyway. Because the couits are not functioning
fox black people anyway.

"So we did have to pay an attorney, and so that's what
they're trying to do. They're just trying to snatch us up off
on jive -time charges to just, you know, get the little money that
we do have. The only money that we really get is from selling
our newspapers and every once in a while, 1 mean sometimes during
the month, some beautiful person from the community will come and
make a donation. So, when you start, think about it wN?.n you go
down here to buy some of these downtown records, that really I'm
going to get you the freedom , why don't you drop by and contribute
that to the breakfast program. Because right now these avaricious
businessmen, they're not contributing to the breakfast program
the way they should. So, u» goij*j to move on them on a higher
level also.

"And I guess you know what we're talking about. And if
you aen't ready to start talking like this, then all I c^n say
is for you to just stay .in the house, lay up under the bed, and
pray. Try to hide up under your bed and pray. For the brothers
who are going out here to make these pigs pay the price. They're
making a profit off black people from the black community.
Therefore, they ought to turn over some of that money to such a
worthy program like the children's breakfast program. That's what
they need to do.

11
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"And so we're going to have to start dealing with them, but
we need your cooperation also, because our party, the Black Panther
Farty, is not a party for itself. It is a party for the people*
Wh con? i.der ourselves as nothing but people's servants. We don't
consider ourselves as oping all out, you know, just putting our
lives on the line. We're redlly, this is our duty to do this*
It's our duty to do this. And you better believe it's our duty*
So when we start talking about ways of strugle and time, it's time
to really be a public servant, let's start talking about I'm a

(unintelligible) . We're out here every day trying to
bring people to their consciousness to what's going on. We're
ju.rt warning, if you don't have your shit uptight then d?n't have your
«>•:." together, you stay away. Don't come around trying to talk this
stuff to me or any other perron who is a hard-working servant of the
pe' ple, in a nice community trying to tell us how you believe in
this. We say theory is cool, but theory without practice ain't
shit. So when you come to me trying to talk that stuff, don't
• . *

(The tape skips here for a few seconds and the LITTLE ' s

speech goes cn as follows.)

"Recognize it and see slavery out of a social system
that is really killing us* Panthers (phonetic) is called revolution
and you think of it now when you start calling yourself a
revolutionary. It's Spiro Agnew*, it's Spiro Agnew. It's Mayor
Pig Benton. It's Mayor Pig Justus Tucker. It is anybody who is

standing in the way of our damn freedom, because we'll get our
damn freedom by any damn means necessary.

"You ax ^o'i ready for that . No, you aren't ready for
that. I don't know, I told you I was going to talk, I told you
when I v as taking over the rally* And I told you I didn't know
whaf- T w^a aoi no to sav wlipn T ooh nr» here. So. nevt vou're "ill fit— -3 —— - J — — "3 —f --— — m j _»

going to have to make me a speaker because you should have let me
be the emcee. That's what I was supposed to have been, the
emcee.

"Now I get carried away. I say you're party. You aren't
ready for those songs. JAMES BRCWN can get us that* He's talking
black and proud and having black people work in his restaurant.
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tho (unintelligible) restaurant, for

1„?5 an hour. So deal with him. Deal with hinu I can dig the
mnMc, J can dig the beat because I'm a nigger. But I'm saying
this, that it's about time to start dealing for your freedom. And
ym ain'g. going to get no freedom by talking about let a man come
in and do the Pop Corn. You better believe that.

"So, that' 8 it for me. We're going to bring on our
next speaker. And by this time I hope Brother DARRUBA gets here*
(Nrwt sentence unintelligible).

"Our next speaker, a sister in the party, a sister in
the national committee here. I have great, I have respect for this
sister because I remember one time when she first showed up at our
headquarters talking about she wanted to be politically educated.
I msan, I thought the woman was just going to come tV.^re for a couple
of days and then just slip away as CLARENCE CARTER (phonetic) said.
But she stayed on in there. She's come a long way. This sister
is now holding the position of Minister of Finance and this sister
is our first speaker, is sister SLACK THOMAS (phonetic) . I don't
need to say anything else sister. Come on and talk to the people. H

(The following speech was made by SLACK THOMAS.)

"All power to the people* (The people repeat this
statement.) " You don't act like you mean it. All power to the
people. (The people repeat this again.) Right on.

"I don't think that very much more needs to be said.
Brother LARRY has covered quite a variety of things and it leaves
the others of us up here, you know, hanging out on a limb. But
I hope you dug on it and I hope you take some of this in stride,
and start thinking about it, man, because we don't have much
time out here. The man's not going to let us be on the scene
much longer. So you better dig on where he's coming from.

13
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H I have something written out ... (next few words
unintelligible). I don't know what to say. But first of all
I want to talk to you a little bit about the way that the
gceivment has used the press to deleviate (phonetic) the
people's minds against the real truth of various situations.
And if some of you niggers aren't careful, you're going to get
caught in this thing, running around here hating yourself and
loving the man, while at the same time you're catching hell from
that man on your job and in the street and everywhere else. You
let that man maneuver you into thinking it's wrong to fight him,
while he's fighting you. That man's fighting you while you're
sitting at home sleeping, while you're at home drinking with

( nintelligible) , and your man is away from what's
really happening to you, and that man is sitting there plotting
out a scheme to get rid of all you niggers. To put all you niggers
in concentration camps out here somewhere.

"And you're sitting around here on your
3 i*re-r,i*»^ "i'.'i wear your mini dresses and go down to

(unintelligible) and think you got it made man, but you
got to wake up. Because when the shit comes down
(rest is unintellgible. )

"

(The following introductory comments were made by
LARRY LITTLE.)

"We're going to have our last speaker from Winston-
Salem, I say the Winstcn -Salem section of Babylon. You know
it's no different, no difference. It's no difference between
the North and the South. And the North can kill you with a
Northern accent and the South could kill you with a Southern
accent. So that's the only difference. They oppress you in a
Northern-like manner and the South oppresses you the same damn
way. So, the next speaker is brother, lieutenant of our national
committee here, one who had to come through a lot of thick and thin
ana realized he had to be a people's servant. I don't know what
I would say about the brother, a member of our Central Staff here.
Here Lieutenant, Brother Pill RScc. "

(The following comments were made by BEX RICE.)

14
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•All power to the people. (The people repeat this.)

"I don't know what to say. I was getting rather nervous
when the brother was rapping about me. The last time I spoke some
people came to me to say that LARRY used a lot of vulgar language
as you call it, a lot of bad words , so I promised myself and my
wwijcj. wwuuouw eutu j. wijuia. x ni xn a pusiciun to say iuck tnat

,

fuck that.

"Like the brother has already stated 29 Panthers has
already been murdered, got brothers and sisters in jail. We're
still not free, so there's not much to talk about. It's time for
some action. The Fascist government has been waging a tax on
*.he Black Panther Party from the very first beginning of the
party's existence. I'm quite sure by now everybody knows who
laws are Ade for. Everyone knows that laws are made of the pigs,
by the pigs, and for the pigs.

"We say that social practice is the criteria for the
truth. We have a lot of people today running around with their
own little ideas. We have a lot of theoriticians telling about
practices that am t worth a fuck. You got to put your shit into
social practice.

"The Fascist government is already t ; iroading our
Minister of Defense HUEY P. NEWTON, who is now in jail. And now
they're trying to railroad our chairman, BOBBY SEALS, in the electric
chair of the state of Connecticut. The Fascist government released
the political police of the FBI and thrown away all pretenses of
justice and equality under the law. This says that the Constitution
of the United States has been replaced by out-right Fascist terror
and open oppression. Fascist NIXON, AGNEW, the MITCHELL regime, has
planned to murder chairman BOBBY SEALE* This pre-planned murder
is nothing but an attr^pt of genocide -gainst black people. The
Black Panther Party teaches that society is divided into classes/
but we will not take class to the extent that it will be suicide
for black people. Those white people who call themselves our
friends will be tested by our social practices. Those whites
who wish to carry on the class struggle will have to start » king
commitments to the destruction of this decadent society, (next
sentence unintelligible.)
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"W* d^ rr>t intend to see out chairman nor any other brother
a^i sifter st;*y in jail for the rest of their lives. You know the
Air-ericar* people, the American people are very corrupt. They arc
very deeply imbued with this greedy dog-eat-dog philosophy. They
don' f

. give a d*mn about other people. They don't even give a damn
ab^at each other. And as long as this Fascist government is able to
provide enough jobs, as long as the government is able to cop-up
the economy by manufacturing raw materials, as long as the
government is able to keep the checks coming in to our people, then
we find it very hard to deal with the people.

"As the brother already stated, the Fascist pigs are
coming into the communities, rapping on the people. They rap on
one brother, they rap on all brothers and sisters. The Fascist
pig must withdraw from the black communities, or face the wrath
of 5ur people. It's just like that. It's time to decide whether
you're going to be a friend of RICHARD NIXCW or whether you're going

to be a friend of BOBBY SEALE

.

"There's no middle of the road. You can't stand in the
middle of the road. You're either part of the problem or part

of the solution. And we s :--* we would much rather be a part of

U lie: £» <-jx ULJ.U11 u l lf%l l Oily ^ai. o wjjc y*. <jui iu . * v. j.-^** *,-w

railroading of Chairman r ; ?*r-v , to the taking this beautiful

revolutionary brother off the streets of Babylon, my reaction
should be just like any other brother in the party, any other

black person, any other poor oppressed person in this entire
country. We all should say fuck the pigs, fuck them. I say this

because if they fuck with Chairman BOBBY, then they fuck with all

black people.

"We understand that where we got a struggle there's
sacrifices. Wherever there's a struggle there's sacrifices.
But the only sacrifice that must be made in this struggle is the
neck of the pig, the neck of the pig.

"I'd like to leave you with this last thought and just

think about it. All poor oppressed people in the country, all

poor oppressed people in the state, all poor oppressed people

in the city of Winston^Salem and everybody in this auditorium.
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consider this. It's a matter, it's a case of mind or matter.

If the people don't mind then the pigs don't matter. All
power t.zi the people."

(The following comments were made by LARRY LITTLE.)

"Well, we're getting to the last speaker, the main speaker

foj this rally to come out aid express the side that's being held,

to express solidarity, the Black Panther Party, the local national

committee. This next speaker, I've been telling you about how long

we were waiting for him to get in, is Brother DARRUBA. This brother

just got out of the pig pen about a month ago. He was in the

New York Panther 21.

"And brothers, being jtfit railroaded and like I said,

the courts were just nothing but, these trials are nothing but
a tactiment (phonetic) form of racism. Brother DARRUBA was

busted because the pigs knew that he was very instrumental in

trying to help awaken the people and to educate them to the

strategic methods of resistance against this oppressive power

structure. As I said, 21 party members were ripped off in New
York,

"Just Thursday, Wednesday or Thursday, 18 members from

the Baltimore Chapter of the Black Panther Party were ripped out,

Thursday past, 18 members in the Baltimore Chapter of the Black

Panther Party were ripped off, busted on jive-time charges.

And we still got niggers talking about I'm trying to get my
shit together.

"Well, this brother just spend a year in the pig pen

subjected to all sorts of inhuman-like treatment. And brothers,

you got to have a lot of respect for the brother because if he

wasn't made out of the bone and if he wasn't armed with the

teachings of the genius of the Minis ter of Defense, HUBY P.

NEWTON or Chairman BOBBY SEALE, Brother ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, we don't

know whether he would be right here. See, it's very easy for you to

go to the pig pen and just get frightened out. The only thing

I can say about Brother DARRUBA is, he's too revolutionarily

,

proletarially intoxicated to become astronomically intimidated
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by thi: racist American government. I don't know. I haven't

tn n +here yet. I know it will be any day. But like I said,

sisters* were railroaded and they tried to keep them from the

rt her prisoners. The reason they are looking at some articles

by ct ether HUSY P. NEWTON, he's in prison serving fi teen years,

forget about that two to fifteen years, serving fifteen years*

They're upset because 95 per cent of the prisoners, black
prisoners, he educated and they are now Panthers. They are now

Panthers. So what they're trying to do is isolate brothers and

sisters in another prison. A lot of them are just illegitimate
prisoners and they deserve to be out because we say in number eight
of our Ten-Point Program that they havn not received a fair and

impartial trial as supposed to be carried by the fourteenth
amendment to the Constitution of the United States. As I said,
the brother, I don't know what else to say about the brother,
because I know for him to come out of that pig pen for over a year
and to get oat here and continue to speak out and act in a

revolutionary manner against this racist, capitalist, imperialist.
Fascist government, then he must really be a people's servant.
Kfe must really have his heart in the people.

"And so he's out-and-out, like I said, they jar him,
but like they have to say it, you can jar a revolutionary but
you can't jar the revolution. You can kill a revolutionary but you

can't kill the revolution. Or you can run a freedem fighter, you
can run a freedom fighter all oyer this country but you can't run
freedom fighting all around this country. You dig?

"So here is the main speaker for this rally, I don't
know brother, like I say he's just beautiful. The pigs, I'm
surprised they let him get here all (unintelligible)
cr get in the airplane. The FEZ, it looked like there wasn't
anything but pigs and Panthers on the plane, so this brother here
just got in from New York to speak to you all. People's servant,
revolutionary, Brother DARRUBA

•

H

(The following speech was made by Brother 2>ARA"BA.)
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•Right on, right on, right on, right on, right on.
Like? I c»on't usually come South. I think the furthest South I've
been is the South ferry (phonetic) in New York. But I see out
herr^ a whole lot of beautiful black young people. I even see some
White mother country radicals sprinkled here and there* I see
seme . . . I see some brothers and sisters who are a little bit
older, but they haven' r. fell for long-nose (phonetic) NIXOn's
ge: ^ration gap. But they're here too.

"See, I think, I think that one of rhe first impressions
I got when I got off the plane was how brown and how dark the soil
was in North Carolina. And being born in Harlem, that is a

mind blow to see very dark rich soil. And the first thing that hit
my mind was why that soil is dark and rich. That soil is dark and
rich because there was dark and rich blood that soaked it and made
it into a ferti". <s soil. And that blood and those tears was the blood
and tears of millions of black people.

"So we're going to talk about that. We're going to talk
about a system that thrives on sucking people's blood. A system
where black people are forced to live in conditions that deny
them all cottar-?© of humanity, that denies them all outlets of
sel f-creativity • We're going to talk about these racist dogs like,
what's that fuck's name, BENTON, red-neck BENTON. We're going to
talk about that flathead because I'd like to ride on him. I'd like
a whil^ on him. The fc£.c-x>.s gave me a word on him as soon as I
came here and I jottea them down. I've got him with a line under
his n*i>e. So I'm going to curse him out first. Because I know
he's no good it hin name is RAY and he's from the South.

"So, before we get to cursing out BENTON, I want all the
brothers and sisters here to realize that as far as black people are
concerned in a racist Babylon in twentieth century America, there's
no difference between geographic positions. There's no difference
between the North and there's no difference between the South.
Ain't nothing changes but the address. And I think that once we make
that basic fundamental realization, we can understand why a black
person will get off a bus in Chitl ing Switch fchtfnctic) , Ge orgia

and the first thing he does is turn to the right hand of the dial
on the radio to pick up on some soul music, because we know that
niggers is always on the right hand of the dial. If you want to
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know what's happening go to the right hand of the dial, (Next

spntencft unintelligible,)

"So I feel very much at home here. And the brothers

were worrying *bout my safety and so forth and so on, fuck that,

the piers aidn't care anything about my safety off in
th^ Tombs in New Yoik, and I figure if the peopie couia
wait here this long to hear me rap, I don't feel that any fool

out there with a gun could scare me off from talking to you.

So, I'm going to talk to you.

"But we have to really stop and do some real deep down

thinking about these punks who walk in our faces and call themselves
our mayors, call themselves our governors, and call themselves
Senators and Congressmen and claim and allege to be leaders of us,

whether they're black or whether they're white. I think what we
have to start to do is get together like Malcolm said, behind
some closed doors and start cursing each other out and coming out
with some resolutions and with some concrete programs for action.
And I think that at this particular important time we should
realize as black people that being black is no longer sufficient.
It no longer will get it. Because I think that Mitchell and
Nixon and his prostitute-assed (phonetic) wife, I think that they
are ready to concede black people their blackness. I think
Mitchell has turned around and said toThurgood Marshall and James
Farmer, you're black, I'll concede that. Your hair is nappy (phonetic)

and you wear a dashiki and you're black and I recognize that fact.
So when w* realize that when Nixon can get on TV and say what we
need is black power, we have to re-evaluate ourposition and our
stand.

"I think, I think what black people need most of all is

to be able to define who are their friends and who are their
enemies. I don't think we should allow the color of one's skin
to get in the way of that. This is not to say our position and
our stand is somehow compromised the relationship to our people.
We fell that history has taught us that all oppressed people,
whoever they are, will never succeed in their struggle for

liberation and self-determination unless they accurately define
their enemies and their friends.
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"So, we're going to do a little defi* .tion tonight.

w< r-e- qring to do a little defining *onight. We're gctng to
pee that the Black Panther Party's position is very clear* We
oppose pork chop nationalism, dashiki liberation* We oppose
that because a dashiki can't stop a 357 from one of these racist
stite troopers, Afros, afros, won't keep our door closed when
the pits decided to kick it in. Only sand bags and fortification
will and some guns to back that up*

"So, we're saying that the paramount issue before black
people now is the issue of survival as a people 0 And if we cannot
sua "ive as a people, and if those people in the white mother country
cannot relate to us surviving as a people, then we classify them
as being pigs and we classify them as racists. We have no
alternative because if they condone with their silence our murder

and our oppression, they condone what's being done to us as

black people by their silence. So, therefore, they condone the
activities of pigs and they make the statement by their actions

that we're not human and we don't deserve freedom, we don't deserve
to protect our families and dogs out here.

"So fuck them, and if they come around our way, we're
going to shoot them.

"I think, I think that keeping that, in mind all those
people in the white mother country who say that what's being done
to the Black Panther Party and what's being done to black people

in general by the Fascist regime in Washington, who say that they
cannot condone that repression of murder on black people and the

party and take active steps in the struggle against those forces

of reaction, the struggle against these fools and idiots who
oink in our fac js and who will relate to picking up the gun and

doing with it, we can say right on* Because we realize the

essence of being black is not the color of one's skin* The essence

of being black is whether we're revolutionary or not. That 's

the essence of being black*

"So we have come to a point in time where the situation

demands that we put forth a policy, position, and a line that

conforms with all the shit that we're up against. All the madness

that the pigs are off into and trying to lead the people into*
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"This demonstrates Fascism of Mitchell's and Agnew's
prr-^arirg to inflict on us. And that position can be aptly
stated, simply stated, as either or. Either we are for the

liKrniion of our people and we in some degree and seme manner
actively try to forward that liberation, or we're content with
out and material possessions, we* re content with our
electronical slavery.

(At this point the tape skips for a few seconds, and
another speaker is speaking.)

"Because we know how the man was going to, that he under-
st r ~d. Oh, we looked at our furniture in this lady's house. Miss

(unintelligible) house. Even the community helped
put that in the house. And other ladies will do that if she stays

in that heme. I hope she don't mind my recognizing her. But it's

people like, I don't know the lady's name, but she's in here, who
mak«: me keep fighting on, and that's this sister right here.

Stand up sister.

"Those are the people that make me fight on. Those are
the people. She don't have it, she's not hung up on all that
philosophy and stuff like that. The lady just needed someplace to
stay, so we said that she was going to stay right in that same house
and if any pig came in and tried to throw the furniture out, we're
going to blow their mother-fucking brains out.

"I know we got a few ministers in here. I tried to
explain to a lot of them that I just can't stop from cursing, but
like I say, they have to learn to understand that . • .(interrupted
by someone in audience and clapping.) They have heard it before.
They have heard it before. They probably curse, let me tell you,

I bet they probably curse more than I do. I'm telling you. Right
on. They curse more than I do. I mean like a lot of times when
I tell them they're jiving around, they try to press me \y just
cursing, you know, cursing here and there. But when they get to me,
they start talking to me, they have me thinking that I'm
(unintelligible) and they're the revolutionaries. That's the way
thfcy are. That's the way they are. They don't talk that stuff.

They like to get to you in private. I want to see you for a minute,

and just talk and talk. But they don't like to be seen with us
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bee ri?" >hey kir>w that the pigs, they're taking sister NANCE,
what wa? that, sister NANCE 's picture of the FBI. The FBI was
taV'ng our sister's picture the other day- Not the other day, it was
'^ver a r-. nth ago, and they were walking downtown to sell papers.

Aii^ they told her that they were taking their picture so they
cou.l d identify the bodies . Now think about it* They told her they
coulo identify the bodies. That's what they were telling them.

"So if we know that they are dealing with our sisters so
4>Ua Ol *m**lr » ^ *%« v Dsvfu Ar\e%a n * 4- Mfanf ^ r*A m*i 7 '» r«Vi Jk 11vi n \ em . WA

tre-r*: our sisters as our other hand. At least we try to. I

know we make quite a few mistakes, you know, but we understand
tha 4 they are our other hand and the pigs, they would deal with
^_t_ _i j_ j i„ . .^...^ ja^._i lv i*******?*
ci i t^i'.i just as quxuJt. as \.ncy wvsuxu ucax w^ui tuc wwici-o •

"So since you got a very good ear for listening, this

might be the last, this is the only time I know you've really
heard some revolutionary sound. And I don't know if you know what
it means. But you're going to hear it now because you could always
say that you heard something that's relevant. You heard something
that's relevant.

(Darruba resumes speaking.)
"All the Mitchells and Agnews and Nixons and Ben tons,

we're going on with them and we'll accept their anti-poverty
programs. We'll accept their job reforms programs, and we become
part of the problem, we ought to become part of the solution.
And we have to move against these fools and deal with them in a
righteous manner.

"Now the only criticism that these fools and idiots could
understand is not the criticism of words because niggers have been
saying the same thing for 450 years. I don't think that they
understand us. I don't believe that the pigs are capable of
getting past that obstruction, that mental block, that they have
concerning black people, and that being they think niggers are stupid.
They think all niggers is fools. Niggers ain't got no sense and
they can't think. Vr2.*-.3& whitey teaches us how to do something,
we don't know how to do it. Now, we don't want whitey to teach
us anything and that's not being a racist. We don't want the
oppressor and his culture to teach us anything because it has
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ta ;ht the ultimate. It has taught us to hate ourselves. So
we d'n't want to mess with that no more.

"We're crying that we have laid this position out very
clearly, because we have in New York a situation where brothers
are being railroaded through the courts and a fool like MURTAUGH
can eink right in our faces can say you're going to get a fair
trial, nigger, whether you want it or not* They say to us, why
are you making all this noise and beating up the guards in court?
Why are you doing this? Do we have to put you off . in the bull
pen with TV? And we said rwrtai/i we know your act. We know that
you're a pig, not because you want it when you try to talk
but because we have a brother who just got bailed out two days
ago named LEE BARRY (phonetic) .

"Let me tell you a little bit about LEE BARRY. LEE
BARRY was in the Pigs and Imperialist Army. Now he contracted
epilepsy. And while he was in the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Brooklyn, on the morning of April 3, 1969, the Fascist
dog pig police, of boss, which is the equivalent of mod squad in
New York, * i . Bureau's secret service or special services, it
may lean heavily to Man from Uncle and Disneyland. And they stormed
into the hospital and dragged LEE BARRY out of his bed. They said
you're a Panther, you 1 re s nigger and you're a terrorist. And
you are under arrest.

"He thought he was being treated for epilepsy, and he
was on the critical list, he was on the critical list there in the
Veterans Administration hospital. They took LEE BARRY to the
Tombs, one of the most dispicable, one of the most hideous and
barbar ' institutions in New York City, and they put him in
solitary confinement, and they put him on the springs with no
mattresses and they didn't give him no blankets. And they threw
him and locked him up in there for three months. Oh, he got out
to take a shower.

"So LEE had three fits in there. He was beaten up twice
by the guards. He was t cken out of the hospital. He couldn't get
out of jail because his bail was $100,000. It wasn't bail, it was
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tan'-.-.m. So we say that LEE BARRY is a classic example of not what
it -i-w- fco a Pi *ck Panther, but what is done to black people because
'.hey r d nm*r do that to lee if he wasn't black, and if he wasn't
a i e utionar y .

"So when we're looking for the
_

(unintelligible)
we found that LEE BARRY is dying in that jail, sent him to the
hospital, put him in the prison ward, but sent him to the tyspital
to aive him the treatment that he needs because he's dying*
Mur'.i »jh said well the Department of Correction, which is the
pig democracy that controls all institutions there, jails, he
said that LEE BARRY is not sick enough, all the doctors there
said that he was all right, that he didn't have to go to the
losp.ital* It took us eight months to get LEE BARRY removed to the
hospital

.

"We went through all kinds of legal acrobatics and legal

consultations, but we got LEE into the hospital. And it seems like
the brothers still left him when he went into the hospital where
he had a collape And the pigs in the average ghetto hospital,

in the average prison ward, make experiments on black people every
day. They use us for guinea pigs* That 's what they tried to do

with LEE and they diagnosed his condition as being infe ted kidney,

an infected appendix, not an infected kidney, an infected appendix,

and they removed a perfectly good' appendix*

"The brother got progressively worse. His left 1#*t was
so swol* sn that he could not even lay down* They had to suspend
him from traction* The brother had four operations and almost

died. ',nd th* pigs finally after this said well, went out there
in district court and said that LEE BARRY could not be present in

court because they \ ould have to bring him in on a stretcher*
And he's on the critical list and the doctors don't think that he'll

liv** He's on th t critical list because it took the courts, the

racist courts, nine months to put LEE BARRY in the hc^; .< al to
give him the treatment that any human being deserves*
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-So we said to H<.; ^wji you krew this. We put BRUCE
(pli r.fffc) and RICK (phonetic) in frciit of you. We had doctors
beg you to examine him and you ignored them because he was a black
man, he was a Panther. So we're saying toH*r**jgh that what was
done to LEE BARRY was done to us. And when tiie shit is defined,
we're going to take your mother-fucker head.

"I don't think that M»rt5**ih, I don't think that Wurtaugh

recognizes the extent that black people will gc to acquire their
liberation and their freedom. We wrote him a document trying to
tell him why we could not condone the procedures in this court and
the document was approximately thirty pages long. We wrote him
thi c document. We outlined the way, how the courts had distortedly
upheld the racism that was afflicted on black people, had made and
legalized the laws of the land to the extent that black people
were not huj.tan and were animals. The laws of this land said that
and we don't believe that we can get a fair trial in any court
because it has as its guidelines the standards and laws of the
racist ruling class. And so we can't get a fair trial. The only
place we can get a fair trial is in Harlem with the people that
comr off the block, the mothers and fathers who are on welfare,
the brothers and sisters who slave for a God damn $35 a week. The
people who are maids downtown on past 82nd Street. That's where
our jury has got to come from because that's where we're from.

"So we say that unless that happens, that black people
will not acquire any justice until we start to dig what we have to
do. We start to dig what they're trying to do in
Hew H*ven to BOBBY SEALE and the Connecticut Nine. We

start to see this is the most blatant and overt attempt to

exterminate any leadership, any revolutionary leadership that black
people have. It is an overt and blatant attempt to show the
black people that you'll either remain a nigger or you'll die like
BOBBY SEALE.

"So l put the question before you here. W JL1 you remain
a nigger or would you pick up the gun and rather die like BOBBY

SrALE would die for your ass? That's what I want to know.
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Fecvj . if y<-j cmnot relate to freeing BOBBY ST-PJUt, and the
r m * x ~ ut 9 the New York 21/ then yc*u cannot relate to

y ur own freedom because it's not BOBBY SEALE who is on trial.
It

1

p you.

"And X think if we all say to ourselves that although
I ir3ty not be capable at this time to pick me up a gun and defend
my* >\f again? t these Fascist dogs who are trying to murder us,

although I may not be capable of devoting my time to revolutionary
struggle, although I may not be capable or in a position to do this
now , x condone all black people, all third world people all over
th wc - ;4 wv 3 pick up the gun and struggle against mother-fuckers

li*e Kixrn a-d punks like Mitchell. And they're ih~ enemy of

mapKind

o

"Black people struggle here if America is the most
crucial and the most important struggle of any people on the face
of this *arth. You have to realize that, that we are saying that
the youth, th<? hlack youth of this nation :^re confronted with a

situatir: that no other people in history of mankind has ever been
o r. fronted with. And that is the situation that if they can
overthrew the forces c* : reaction here in America, the whole world
vi.IL move to a higher level, because two-thirds of the world is

black <,

"But we must realize that this is no easy task, this
ife no simple task. And it won't take no year, no two years,

no five ye six years. It is a long protracted struggle.
That is why it's the youth, black and white, who mV<« the
revolution and it's the youth who keep the revolution. So,

wer're saying that if your mother and father cannot actively
pick up the gun and defend the rights and humanities of black
peuple, -hen they should actively condone you picking up t ue gun
and offing th**, pigs.

"Ar»a I think that that's very fundamental and that we
h*ve to rei*it*» this on a political level and say to ourselves that
we are nc/t going to let those racists rip off no more of our people.
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1h\ l wi 5 re n'* rrinq to let them electrocute us, railroad us
J .. r'- ' -cn arvj that before we do th*t , you don't dc hut one thing
n^M. America doesn't want niggers to do, and that's dog in the
Bt!<-**t ofBabylon. We'll gM; out there and we'll do the funkie
chi n on Mitchell's grave before we'll allow them to do that*

"I don't think, I don't think that those dried up,

in-r pid crackers who sit up in the White House in their dusty
halls and pas? laws are capable of understanding the extent and
thv degree tha* black people will go to to stop that. I don't
t,hi"k th*y re-alize it, because the one thing that America cannot
s**':d and the one thing th*/ ro not want is a race war. So,

we're saying 1 ike ( we don't want a race war either. But we're
n<" going to sacrifice any more on an altar of in*;er -racial harmony
the leaders ot our struggle, and black people fuck that. We're
not going to do it no more. And before we do that, we'll put
before these pigs the consequence that they have claimed they
did net, want but they did everything in their damn pc*wer to bring
about

.

"We'll say to them, e; ther free our people who are
p-titical pris-rmers in jail, we we'll institute a pirate nightmare
from one end of Babylon to the other. And your national guards,
ycur national guards, well weekend reactionaries, ycur part-time
ir; l ialists, and your regular army, your 82nd Airborne, and your

Marine Corps, and your Special Forces, and your Air Fcrce, your
guided missile*, your atomic bombs, are all in left field and
don't mean anything. Y<-»u see, because you goc niggers in the army,

in the Special Forces, ^.n the National r uard.

"And that is what every black man must stop to think
ab"ut. And that is the issue of survival. And that issue of

survival clings very crucially to the issue of whether we would

allow the pigs to railroad ua according to their laws or murder

us in their 3 Whether we would allow that. So, if you're

in *h a army, w^'re not saying come ont of the army and join the

Bla'-k Panther Party. We don't know if we ever took one that

felt liV'j that. Don't blow your cool. Stay in the army and
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"s> tain e»" d your colonel and ycur genet Jr, off him, off
\du bc.viuse if you don't off him, if you don't off him, he'll
b»- tight here with the whole battalion and will of f your
n« t* arid papa because they're niggers. And if he said to you
tl »• Nixon said to him, colonel we got a whole lot of niggers
wh^ are restless out in those ghettoes tonight. Said, yor
t? • that 530 Battalion , and you go in there and you stop LI that
shit any way you feel is necessary* And he'll do that. He'll
bring in your community M-16's. He'll b ing in your community
tar*7s and hel opter gunships and vii.l shoot your. mama down like
eh< was a dog s If you don't believe he'll do it, you can dig what
he has done in the past.

"So we're saying that it's a desirable ondition, it's
a desirable situation when the pigs will have to stand up to give
orders and there will be brothers who will pull kamikazee on them,
brothers who will become fanatics for their people and brothers
who would break up in the seat and blow his brains out and say
off the pig, jive mother-fucker, because . 0 «, (rest is
unintelligible due to applause)

•

"And don't think we ain't got no boys that will do
th*t. We'd like to put a little system to this. We have to put
a little of what the bloods down. the street call a little finesse.
We got to use a little bit- of that street mentality that we
possess, a little bit of that black experience and a little bit
of that mojo on these folks. We got to put a little bit of
blackness on them. 5ha<< them what it's all about when a nigger
puts a wrench in the machinery of racism. Show them what it's
all about if they want to persist.

"we have to get out here in these communities and we
hava to move on all levels to exterminate these faggots. We
ha/e our mamas and papas out there who may not understand what
we're talking about, but if the pigs try to brutalize them
there'll be some brothers like this here with guns to protect
them. That's what we're talking /;^out. And if every black
man puts a gun in his home and has got sand bags in his house
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ind » ^"*s the sand bags and dyes the sand bags in beautiful
- iors, and make it homely and make it look good. Make it a
home. That's a desirable condition, that's a desirable condition
b- iuse they're some black people, a family is in the house and
these mad dogs that occupy our community decide to come in and
sh ot up the neighborhood, we'll have a little protection and
our family might live. And that's desirable. And the sand
bans are functional, aid we can even identify them and paint
flowers on them if you want to.

"So, th ere's a lot cfc niggers here who live in houses
anyway instead of apartments, and sand bags are holding them up.
So, that's a desirable condition and that's the way of survival
of our people because we have brothers here who are going to
set that example for you and show you how you can do that*

"And we don't ask the people as members of the Plack
Panther Party to do anything that we are afraid of doing ourselves.
In fact,, we'll set the examples and people can see what's happening.
And that example was set in IA by the LA 18 because it took
500 police pigs and special squads and neiicopters six hours just
to get a lot of black people to come outside of the building.
So you really should dig that and I want everybody to know why
th / came o';t. Because there was a trap. So if they was trapped
the most logical thing to do was to dig a tunnel all the way to
San Francisco and hold them up for six hours for tr.is.

"So, that's a correct examrle that was set for black
people because if anybody here has been to LA and talked to the
brothers and sisters who live in the community and come off those
streets, they'll tell you that when they came that morning, early
in the wee hours of the morning to try to murder these brothers
and sisters in their beds, they didn't just shoot up that office.

Thf-y shot up the whole block. And there are brothers and sisters

there who can tell you haftowing tsuc^; cf how cheir children escaped
f.*atb a?v3 ran cut.
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"Sc these gigs, these fools are insane. You see?
at-* +iv>y're taking the orders, not frcm you. They took their
md?r~ from the racists who have all the money. They i :*k the
n ^fTR from fools like BENTON here and fools like Alioto cut
tr.

"So we stfi.'t to dig, let the pigs pick up the gun
anc * us because of what we're trying to do, to acquire our

freedom, is more profitable to them. So they pick up the guns
for profit, and we have to pick up the gun to make it non-profitable
for them to do it, to do it to us. Make them pay.

"So 1 think that if we * ere understand all of this and

could sit right down to that, our next move is r.ot spontaneous
rebellion. That's all the pigs want. Our next move is to work
with these brothers here to get control of the police and this whole
army. Now by get control I mean that we have to start working 24

hours a day in some way, some manner, and some form that we would
take the guns out of the hands of the police and put them in the
hands of the people* We have to make the police start taking

orders from the people instead of the people taking orders from

the pigs.

"So we have a very functional program for rhat and that

is *hat w~ call for want of a better name, r^^misii^-/ c£;~.^£ci wi

the Pigs. And how we go about this is that we take the basic

principle chat the police should live and come from the community

he works in. That way, if he busts somebody, he tries to brutalize

them, or busts somebody's child and tries tc brutalize them, then

everybody in the block will be sitting on the stoop waiting for

h^m to come home at night from work. He won't do that. And if he

comes from th^t community and he lives in that community, he

understands what's happening in that community, he ain't going

to let nobody sell no dope to his child. He ain't going to

let nobody brutalize his children. He ain't going to let nobody

oppress his people, and damn sure nobody is going to come in

and shoot up his family.
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,lSc w*> tave to start to realize this is very functional*
V7r *hoaid realize on the other hand the pigs are going to

L> r>. that. They'll try to murder these brothers here for

ad"'x-ating that. And if we want to know, and he allows it, murder.
TW ir only strength lies with you and the community and their
cr-ly desire is to serve you and to make that community something
th it we could be proud of and something that we could say, look
mcther-fucker, that (unintelligible) standing on the
corner here in Winston-Salem • xth the police around him is

a big corofcrt here in Winston-Salem and if you come here and try
tr bust him, he'll kick your ass. But this is our community
and th*t man has done nothing to harm you. That man has done
rv 1 hina to harm us. So what are you talking about, he's under
arrest ? For what?

"This is what we have to start to think about that we
don't have to worry any more about the pigs whipping us all, taking
us out rv r community, telling us what we're supposed to do,
and what we can't do, and h we should do it. The on. y ones that
can tell black people how they can acquire their freedom are black
people

.

"I know you can't make it. You're lucky if you can get
$50 up to pay the God damn landlord. So, it's obvious what position
he's taking, so wo have to say to him you no longer represent us.
You're not black and you're not for the liberation of our people.
Wf,3t you are tor is the reforming of our oppression. What you are
for is a brand-new system of twentieth century slavery for us.
Because any brother out here who has lived these streets, any
brother or sister here who is grown up, knows that you don't sit
dvvn and play cards with somebody vh-7 1 dealing with a marked
deck, a marked deck. What the hell do you r *nt to do playing a
g--»me of coup with this man here who has marked the deck? Every
time you look around you're losing. So we've got to stop asking
f^t a reshuffle of the ^ame marked deck. We want a brand-new
de:K of cards.
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"So that tells you, that tells you where.Ti.:.,l.Oy riAKSHALL's
a» .. H» \- telling us that we should accept the reshuffled old

'h -\ NIXOn is all right, and that- what NIXON is talking about
i:~ \ right. It's just we don't understand. He's just as bad
as '.he racists talking about, he's stupid. Anybody in their right
mi~d could see that MITcHsJTiL is afraid when he indicts BOBBY
S&M^ and the Connecticut Nine for that ridiculous shit when he
indicts the Chicago Eight for what he indicted them for. We
cannot allow ourselves to be divided among the issue of whether
a h* other is too militant or whe her he's too pacifist. That is

now what we're talking about. People can get up here and rap
all day. What matters is what he does.

"So m^ybe MARSHALL could it up here and talk about
the liberation of black people, but what he does is he doesn't
diq * So I do***t think we can accept any more of the

spokesmen of the racist ruling class. But we* re
going to have to make a fundamental understanding that in any
society if you go all the way back to that faggot ALEXANDER. In
any society that man is part of the laws, the standards, the
ide-ils, the goals for all the people of society are necessarily
the standards and ideals of the ruling class made into the law for
everybrdy. S- vhen they put up a $100,000 bail for you, it's because
$100,1-00 is worth more than your freedom. Because you as a human
being d^ not possess what money as a piece of paper possesses,
and that's freedom, individuality, independence. n».-.*USe if vou
possessed it you wouldn't have to acquire money, in order
to get it. You wouldn't have, ym would have to be up in this
necn rat race, electrical dream, see.

"I think we're going to have to start printing our own mon-
ey. Fuck you. The raci ' s aren't going to give it to us. So
it 1 s your duty to get a few fat dui « here who have printing
presses to start printing our own money. And when we go up to
the racists with a whole stack of suitcases full of bills and r^y
give all them cars and tanks over there, and he says what are
ycu paying f f. r. them, and you say cash. I know what he's going to
say to you. He's going to say nigger, look at the $100 and $50
bills. Yoi ain't p*wr seen no $50 bills. V did you get that?
Some old blo<?3 who is high on soma juice
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h-: -i $ % 0 coat on and gave you a $100 bill. He asked if that is

gr *t «s as good as yours. It looks just like yours. What are

j ir.g afcout it isn't worth ten cents? He's crazy if he tells

y?u *hat your money that you made and looks just like his is worth
It: s than his because his will burn just like yours would* And if

his would burn just as you have, he can't possibly tell you that
yoi can't spend it. What power does he possess to say that your
money is nc g cd but mine is good? And so I think that's a

der irable condition. 1 think we should work towards that. And
we should print our own money and then when a sister is hungry in

the streets and she needs money to feed her family* she can have
somebody to gc to in the black community and there'll be a

Black Panther Party there to say sister* you don' have to be
hurary here in our community because we feed our • #m.

M
I don't think the pigs can relate to that and they'll

come into the community and try to whip off the printing presses

,

so you can't get that money. So what we should do, we can't print
it, the pigs don't want to give it to us, so that we can build a

better society for our people, then we have to do like BOBBY said.
have to cjo down to Washington with some 357's in our hands *nd

tell that punk in the White House that it's a stick-up. Take it

al l

.

HA??d thes< and then he*'s going to say to us, what is it
you want? We are trying to integrate you into society. You now
have five niggers on Wall Street. Five years ago you only had
one. That's progress. You now have you own airline hostesses

making progress. He'll tell you that you have the _____

_

(unintelligible) poverty program going here and all these people
who are in the black community, and this is usually the fcu^r&ed
spokesman, the nigger opportunist, who maizes money Oj. f of cur
/ sery. He takes you to the community talking about look h'-ie

vnat we aocomplished. We have a vest pocket playground. And while
he's doing this he's telling the dope *"*;.?. , excuse me (rest
of sentence unintelligible}

•
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"We den 't think we're making no progress* In fact,
w- ^hTT'k we're getting progressively worse. So when the fool
thHt M©jn;;!»an, n say just niggers needs is benign neglect.
Wc realize wha< Ki7"1ii*n needs* We know v*h**t Key. needs*
See M'yvlhan has never had what we call the old, the good • • •

(itst of sentence unintelligible)* That's what we need* I

d'n't know what you call it here. What's the name right here? That's
wh^fc it is, let us do (unintelligible) with it.

That's what we need* (Next sentence unintelligible)*

"So we don't think that there's any point of departure
between the revolutionary forces here in America and as manifested
in black people and progressive white people, revolutionary white
people who are willing to take the step and not attack the symbols
of racism and Fascism but attack the racists and Fascists, start
kiLling them. Because it's no a building that has black people
locked in the delapidated houses* It's not a building that has
black people being murdered by police. It is the landlords and
the pigs who do that and institute those programs. So we don't
have to start blowing up a jail, start blowing up a pig* You see?

"So we don't feel there's any point of departure between
the struggle here of black people and the struggle of over two-
thirds of the world's population* We can understand and relate
to the struggle of the North Vietnamese, the struggle of all the
Vietnamese people against the same enemy who we* re struggling
against* Because when the pig, and none of us don't want to
hear that, because we might have brothers and sisters who are
over in Vietnam, but I'm, right on, I'm come here to tell you that
you are (unintelligible), I'm come to tell you exactly. So we
have people over in Vietnam kicking in the doors and huts of

the Vietnamese people and dragging them out in the night and

beating them and taking their sons away and putting them into

concentration camps. They have the relatively same situation

a? here. When the pigs are coming into our community and murdered
FRED HAMPTON and MARK CLARK* (rest unintelligible) And when they
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r-iii o« search and destroy missions and just whip us all, you

a' d maybe even checking out down to the minutest detail
tlo i, to the smallest detail, we see even the equipment they use
is tlie same. The only difference is the uniforms here is blue,

br-'wn, beige, uniforms over there are green.

"So we have close XRr^.u with those people over there in

Vi t nam and whenever they deliver a blow, whener * they deliver
a \ 'Tow against these Fascists here in Washington, whenever they
bi ing about a situation like Khe Son, we have to bring about a

similar situation here in Babylon. We have to bring about a

similar situation here and they should have to look all over the
woj irl, in Korea, in Cambod a, in Laos, in Africa, in Latin
America, and everywhere they look they see niggers with guns after

thtiTu And we don't feel that them pigs are * >r r-ad that they
could fight everybody in the world and fight us too. I don't
know. I don't know nobody that bad.

"And now that Mao launched i sattelite and
it '55 orbit. Nobody knows what he's got stashed on the side.
Everybody knows you don't play all your cards at one time anyway.
Y'-mi see? So, Mao is saying that right on, this 500, 700, 900 now,

80o, 800 million Chinese. We are 800 million strong and we have
th* bombs and the missiles. You're 200 million stron- and you got
bombs and i -'.ssiles too. More than enough to destroy the whole
world. And what we - 3^' here, that they have bombs and missiles
and guns but that atomic bomb is nullified (phonetic), is counter-
feit, but they're going to drop it on us. They could drop it

on themselves and (rest of sentence unin' elligible) . So, we're
saying to Mao and we're saying comrade r ._r, *i »u:rj. He told
tti people c£ the world it's just a matter of time until his
birthday, when his 61st birthday shows up. It's just a matter,
ot time and he's going to advance on South Korea and he's going
to kick these Yankees in the wr>. And I say to that, that not
only should 'e indulge that, we should institute a program so
that ail the* Yankees in the world will be swimming.
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f lu '.er, the chief of pigs and he's head hog, Tucker 0 I see that

y i h vv»» th*. sf.me problem thai we ha i*e. You need a barbecue here
i ti W: 'r-T-HSal *'<m- You k> ow, we meet, we meet, we meet with a lot
rf p7 obi eras who come from this area. Up in Harlem, we have a
Int cf people who come from this area to Harlem and the
("'Intelligible) be on the block and they call it down home
barbecue. I could imagine how you do it up down here because
if you got these many pigs you got roasting going on for days.
Sc, anytime you have a barbecue going on don't fail to invite us

b^-f-ause we dig roast pigs just as well as you do. So, I'm going
to close up now.

"I knew you have been sitting here a very long time.
Ar.'i it goes to show how enthusiastic you are and we hope we can
pit this enthusiasm into some concrete action ard get out here in
the community and create a tight situation that would free us
from this oppression. All power to the people.

"I want to tell you something that I forgot to tell
ycu. I just stuck in on the pad. I don't know hew many black
students are here, but we're giving a student's conference in

Ne Haven, Connecticut starting the sixteenth of May to the
nineteenth, which is Malcolm's 'irthday. And this is going
to be so that black students for the Black Panther Party and
the black community can get a unity of will of what we're going
to do if these Fascists try to reailroad these brothers in New
York and try to murder the Connecticut Nine. And ou position,
thft Black Panther Party, is very clear on that issue, that we
will go it alone if necessary to cut loose all 28 chapters of

the Black Panther Party in the streets of Babylon, and there won't
be no life here today.

"So, we want you there, we want you to cone and if you

can get a bus, if you have to rent a bus coming from here to
there, we want you to come because we want everybody to be there
ar:l we can hook something that will show these F i(3s that we
ain't jiving. Power to the people.*'
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"So, I feel that it's just a matter of time before the
pi ' rrMal shit is to fall, before these racists realize that man
ar.tf J and does not struggle for freedom and that the man has never
st t 'jggled for freedom, but he has struggled against the freedom of
the pigs who try to do what they want to do to people. And once
they start to realize that there's nothing that we want do to
acquire the power to determine our own destiny, once they realize
what we're talking about, and only when they realize that is at the
end of a gun. Because it's the gun that stops you in the final
analysis from doing what you want to do as a human being. It's
a gjn in this society that negates you and denies you your own
humanity.

"It's the gun that perpetuates you living off in these
(unintelligible) up houses, and have to beg these racists

for some food. And got to work on your knees twelve hours a day
so his ^ unintelligible) can be clean. You see, and it's
the gun that stops you from doing anything to change that condition.
And we feel that it's the gun that will move man and the whole
world to higher levels. Because only with the gun can we oppose
the guns of the racists and the dogs who do what they do.

"We feel that we're at advantage, in advantageous position,
because we're likely to be part and parcel of the third war, and
we happen to have solidarity with the Latin American people who are
struggling against Rockefeller, who are struggling against DuPont
and the whole struggle is the same all over the world. It's poor
against the rich. It's have-nots against the haves. It's the
oppressed class against the oppresser class, and it's black people
and people of color against the racist whites. It's as simple as
that. So we don't feel there's anything more to talk about.

"I am very overjoyed and happy to come down here to talk
to you tonight and I hope that when we leave here that in the very
near future we can see a little more unity of action in the
whole Wins ton -Sal em community and that we can see black people
moving in all matters, in all matters except bootlicking, to get
rid of the racist pinkies (phonetic) and reds, Bentons, and who's
some other racists around here? I want to curse them out in here.
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1 APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

,

Also Known As
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take control of
the life, politics and the destiny of the black community. It
was organized by Bobby Seale, BPP Chairman, and Huey P. Newton,
BPP Minister of Defense. Newton was sentenced in 1968 to serve
2 to 15 years after being convicted of manslaughter in connection
with the killing of an Oakland police officer

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service,

*

f

states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who arc consistently referred
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, con-
tains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education: George Mason
Murray, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping
is a revolutionary culture. Change, Freedom everywhere. Dynamite!
Black Power. Use the gun. Kill 'the pigs everywhere "

Included in the introduction to an article appearing in
the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the statement
"...we will not dissent from American Government, We will overthrow
it ."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations
from the writings of Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the People's Republic
of China and feature Mao's statement that "political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106
Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California Branches have been established
at various locations throughout the United States.
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To: SAC, Charlotte

From: Director, FBI

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
CHARLOTTE DIVISION

1 - Mr.
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top

>«f _
oh an

rod _

Enclosed are two copies Department of Army letter
dated 5-13-70 with enclosures together with two copies Army
"Spot Report," undated,

Immediately institute Investigation to identify
alleged civilian Black Panther Party members involved in
activities at Ft, Bragg, North Carolina, as set forth in
enclosures. Investigation should be aimed at fully
identifying individuals as well as scope and objectives
of their activities at Ft. Bragg. Handle promptly and
furnish Bureau results of investigation under appropriate
caption.

Enclosures - 4

HEH:bad (4)

NOTE:

Department of Army has furnished reports Indicating
at least four Black Panther Party members have been active
recently at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina, attempting to arrange
meetings, distribute literature and induce black soldiers
to join BPP.
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DIiibTTOR. F3I 105-165706-8 date; MAY -
ro : UIHbXTORj^

ikom-^Uy^AC, SAN FFRANCISCO 157-2561

subject: BLACK PANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE
RM

Information excerpted below was received on date
indicated from •

Source reports on activity at Black Panther Party
(BPP) National Headquarters, 3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley,

CaliforniR

•

The BPP is a violence-prone black militant
organization headquartered in Berkeley, California, with
chapters located throughout the United States.

Source operates under Departmental authorization, but
is CONFIDENTIAL. If it is necessary to disseminate this infor- fj

nation outside the Bureau, it should be suitably paraphrased to /

adeg*j3\tely protect this sensitive source. /
\2J- BUREAU RM /
^ - CHARLOTTE (157-6171) RM
1 - SF ' '

1-- (157-2861) SF BLACK PANTHER PARTY - CHARLOTTE

59JUN9 1970
(*cc) IfV.S. Sarinci BonJs KtguUrly o,i the YtnroU S<r*<;r.*s Plan
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is calling from Winston-

#2 4:33p wbf^ic

to

Salem to let him know that they are moving into the new

headquarters and teheir number witll be 722-4097.

says that there is a brown skinned brother 6 footf named

ANTHONY CAIN there who says that he functioned with the party

in Brooklyn. checks with someone here is who is from

New York, The guy syas that CAIN did not function with the

party but -that his brother ALFRED CAIN,

^was kicked aout of the party* says to treat him as

a member of the community onlyt
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Miss Gandy^

• RL r "' / PANTHER PARTY; FACIAL MATTERS •
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